
THE DC SISTERS 

February 9, 2015 

The meeting started at 7:23 PM. Apparently promptness is not a virtue we hold dear… 

In attendance were Sr. Novice Sister Sedusa Poly Tishun, Sr. Novice Sister Allie Lewya, 

Sr. Novice Sister Milli Terri, Novice Sister Ray Dee O’Active, Novice Joy to the World, 

Novice Tammi Bo Rene, Novice Queen Issa Fella, Novice Twist, Aspirant Tiny Bubbles, 

and guests Scott, Charger, and Eldridge 

 

The agenda covered was as follows: 

1. The Reading of the Sexy Minutes 

a. Ray Dee read Allie’s notes from the last meeting. She did okay but nothing to write 

home to Mama about. Maybe next time Allie. 

2. Stories and Manifestation (S&M) 

a. This past Friday Dietrich, Tearyn and Allie went to Philly and co-hosted the Welcoming 

Committee event. The Boston Sisters were very supportive and want to stay connected. 

Boston sisters attending were Sister Eunice X and Sister KrisTall Mighty. And then 

grammar was corrected by Joy on something someone said. 

b. There was also a lovely manifestation at the Eagle. Sedusa, Tiny, and Tammi attended.  

c. Tearyn and Allie had gone the week before with Ray Dee as a boy. Everyone loves the 

Eagle though a short discussion on the lack of acceptance of stilettos got everyone 

hot…no really, the room was sweltering. 

d. MAL also had two manifestations. God damn it we have been busy! 

e. The bake sale was a bunch of fun (Scott and Charger said very nice things while Ray Dee 

thought of doing very naughty things with Scott and Charger) Sedusa, Tiny, and Queen 

attended and quickly became the designated decorating committee. $5600 was raised! 

Also, the cake was good. Queen bought two. 

3. Other Old Business 

a. The Habits (AKA we will never have them) are a work in progress. Dietrich and Tearyn 

have purchased a pattern and are working on that one. There is some tweaking in the 

pattern to fit our needs. Eldridge offers to help. 

i. FYI: When Tiny tucks it’s a tail. 

4. Elevations 

a. Tiny Bubbles is now a Novice. See note above. 

b. Ray Dee is officially a Senior Novice. Long time waiting but the formality is complete! 

5. Elections 

a. Sedusa opened the floor for nominations for Mistress of the Quill. Ray Dee was 

nomintated by Milli and Joy seconded. Ray Dee accepted. The vote was unanimous. Like 

duh. Also, Ray Dee may need to write all notes in a special black light visible only 

ink…her supply of said “ink” won’t be a problem. 



6. What’s Up Next? 

a. We now have 17 members, 15 of which are on active status. WOW! If each person takes 

an event for next six months that’s two a month and helps us plan ahead. AKA, we are 

gonna have Point Nuns! 

b. Milli had a great idea. SHOCKER! Capital Pride is trying to be considered for World Pride 

so it is going all out on the entertainment. They canceled an event but Milli thinks the 

idea of the rally starting in Dupont Circle and going to White House would 

commemorating the classic pride of yesteryear. The Federal permits have tentatively 

been given and we would only need two vehicles on front and back as rolling rally – AKA 

Sedusa and Tearyn in their Hoverround. There are lots of ideas on themes, big names to 

bring in, and logistics. Milli will report back in the next few weeks. 

c. Scott mentioned the LGBT Fallen Heroes weekend – May 13th -15th at Arlington 

Cemetery.  

i. There will be events like Dining for $ and Jail and Bail on the 15th which we 

might want to attend. 

d. We should also have a manifestation at the Cherry Blossoms. THEME: Pink and 

Fabulous. 

e. Allie got people to sign onto the calendar. Mostly. If you didn’t you are a terrible person. 

7. The Ending 

a. We talked to Sister Unity. She is awesome. We love her. 

Random Fact: At least two Sisters have been in porn. 

These notes are humbly submitted by the Sexytary Ray Dee 


